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Historical Data Server 

The Historical Data Server allows you to save analog, status and accumulator values in non-
volatile memory.  The values will be retained even though a power failure.  You can choose 
to capture analog and status events and or use a timer to store all data values on a regular 
interval.  The data values are stored in a circular buffer and when the buffer fills up the 
earliest data values are overwritten.  The data buffer can hold up to 8192 historical records. 

The values can be read back and saved in a comma delimited file.  This file can be imported 
into an Excel spreadsheet. 

 

Revision Description Date 
A Release to Production November, 2010 
B Formatting Update April 2012 
C Formatting Update January 2016 

About this Addendum 
Use of this addendum should be for reference purposes only; all parameters to be entered 
should be carefully planned prior to any configuration attempts.   

Adding the Historical Data Server 

Under the menu “New” click on “Master Station”.  When the list of servers appears pick HistData and 
click on add.  The Historical Data Server cannot use a serial port. 
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The Historical Data Server is shown here with a DNP3 server.   
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To set the analog deadbands for analog events, click on the Deadband tab.  You can set a deadband 
for each 

 The fill box will fill the entire entry with a value that you enter.   

 Pushing the default button will reset all values to 32.   

 Pushing the restore button will restore the previous values. 

 Use the scroll bar to scroll through all the deadband values.  
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StatusEvents Enable/Disable pulldown menu.  If StatusEvents are set to enable then when a status 

point changes state the event will be stored in the Historical Data File.  If set to disable, no status events 
will be recorded.  Only timed samples will be stored if that feature is enabled.  If a status point was 
online and then fails, that would also be recorded as an event.  Also, if a status point was failed and 
then comes online that would be recorded as an event.  The default is enabled. 

AnalogEvents Enable/Disable pulldown menu.  If AnalogEvents are set to enable then when an analog 

point’s value changes more then the deadband the event will be stored in the Historical Data File.  If set 
to disable, no analog events will be recorded.  Only timed samples will be stored if that feature is 
enabled.  If an analog point was online and then fails, that would also be recorded as an event.  Also, if 
an analog point was failed and then comes online that would be recorded as an event.  The default is 
enabled. 

StSampleTime  The time interval to record status points.  This time is in minutes.  Setting this value to 

0 disables the timed recording.  When the interval is reached all mapped status points are recorded.  
The default interval is 15 minutes. 

AnSampleTime The time interval to record analog points.  This time is in minutes.  Setting this value 

to 0 disables the timed recording.  When the interval is reached all mapped analog points are recorded.  
The default interval is 15 minutes. 

AcSampleTime  The time interval to record accumulator points.  This time is in minutes.  Setting this 

value to 0 disables the timed recording.  If you disable the timed recording then you can use the global 
accumulator client.  Using the global accumulator client will synchronize the freezing and storing of the 
historical data accumulators with the freeze command from the master.   
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Retrieving the Historical Data 

To retrieve the historical data you need to open the test panel (HyperTerm).  It can be connected to a 
serial port or through TCP/IP using the 6NIA. 

Setup an ascii capture file. 

Type 

Hist 

After the output stops, end the capture. 

To interrupt (stop) the output before it completes press return. 

 

0010, 10/11/10, 04:09:26:028, St,016, Val,0, Ok 

This is a status event where the status is online. 

Record#, Date, Time:Milliseconds, St, Point, Val, 0 or 1, Ok or Failed 

 

0013, 10/11/2010, 00:03:06:925, An,032, Val,-0112, Ok 

This is a timed analog record or an analog event. 

Record#, Date, Time: Milliseconds, An, Point, Val, 0 or 1, Ok or Failed 

 

0014, 10/11/2010, 03:51:56:597, StBank,,,,,000, "01E0" 

This is a timed status event. 

Record#, Date, Time:Milliseconds, StBank,,,,,Bank,Value (in Hexadecimal) 

 

0015, 10/11/2010, 02:52:56:604, Acc,000, Val,00000, OK 

This is an accumulator event or timed accumulator poll.  

Record#, Date, Time:Milliseconds, Acc, Point, Val, Value, Ok or Failed 

 

[Done] is printed after the last line of the historical data. 


